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7D6N HIGH-SPEED-RAIL EXPERIENCE  
HIGHLIGHTS
• Taroko National Park • Rei Suei Farm
• Taitung Hot Spring • Sun Moon Lake

DAY 1  SINGAPORE / TAIPEI
Hotel : Taoyuan Holiday Inn Express or Similar     

Upon arrival, you will be welcomed and transfer to 
the hotel.

DAY 2  TAOYUAN / TAKE BULLET TRAIN / 
TAIPEI / TRANSFER MRT /  NATIONAL CKS 
MEMORIAL HALL (CHIANG KAI-SHEK) / 
CHIUFEN / YILAN / NAN FANG AO / NANTIEN 
TEMPLE / SUHUA HIGHWAY NATIONAL ROAD / 
HUALIEN / CISINGTAN SCENIC AREA   
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
Hotel:  Hualien Lige or Similar    

National CKS Memorial Hall: The most impressive 
monument to the great Chinese Hero. The hall’s 
enormous marble adifice towers over landscaped 
garden, graceful pavillions and placid ponds. The 
bronze statue of late President looks out over the city 
from the main buiding. Chiufen Old Street: There 
are many kinds of oriental snacks here. To see the 
old fashioned way of life that still exists with the aura 
of an old mining that is still apparent. Here you can 
also try some famous local dish as is Taro and Sweet 
Potato Ball etc. Nantian Temple: it’s the landmark 
of Nafanau, and also the center for the traditional 
religion of the local citizen. Qixingtan Scenic Area: 
it’s counties grade scenic area only in Hualien, sound 
like star shape lake, but in fact is like moon bay, and 
sure be attracted, Qixingtan another name is crescent 
bay, this place is a blue gravel bay, bay extremity 
depend stand tall central mountain range, will be 
intoxicated in this view.

DAY 3  HUALIEN / LINZI & TEA CENTER / 
TAROKO NATIONAL PARK / TAROKO MEMORIAL 
ARCH BUILDING / ETERNAL SPRING TEMPLE / 
REI SUEI FARM / TAITUNG HOT SPRING  
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
Hotel: Taitung Toyugi Hot Spring or Similar       

Toroko National Park: The gorge was formed by 
rushing river waters which have cut straight through 
the marble and granite to create a beautiful, narrow 
ravine with waterfall and patches of mist clinging to 
the mountain, surrounded by subtropical forests. 
There are several notable scenic spots in and near 
the gorge. Taroko Memorial Arch Building: it’s 
designed in Chinese style. Eternal Spring Temple: 
Situated on the valley with the beautiful scene. Rei 
Suei Leisure Farm: With beautiful scenery, clear 
water, fresh air, and affluent grassland, these districts 
are suitable for development of stockbreeding.

DAY 4   TAITUNG / PINGTUNG / FRUIT 
RANCH / KAOHSIUNG / FO GUANG SHAN / 
PEARL CENTER / MEI NON HAKKA VILLAGE / 
SPRING & AUTUMN PAVILION / DRAGON & 
TIGER TOWER / LEO HO NIGHT MARKET   
(Breakfast / Lunch) 
Hotel: Kaohsiung FX or Similar     

Fo Guang Shan Buddha Memorial Center: Built in 
1998, the master arrived in india to teach Buddhism 
doctrine, Tibetan lama gave tooth relic and hope to 
build a museum in Taiwan. Mei nong Hakka Village: 
You have the chance to see the traditional Hakka 
handicrafts, such as hand make umbrella, bamboo 
handicraft....ext. Also you can pay for taste some 
hakka traditional food, such as Ban Tiao, Ice block 
and Le Tea. Spring And Autumn Pavillions: Where 
you will be amused by gigantic statues of Dragon 
and Tiger Pagodas, Hsuan Tien Shangti Temple. 
Leo Ho Night Market: The famous night market at 
Kaohsiung, paxs can try the delicious local food on 
their own, and enjoy the shopping of some low prices 
clothes or souvenirs. 

Tour Code : GV2-TWCH7

DAY 7  TAIPEI / SINGAPORE (B) 

Free activities, to designated collection time Transfer 
to airport for flight back home.

DAY 5  KAOHSIUNG / ABORIGINAL  
PRODUCT SHOP / NANTOU / SUN MOON LAKE / 
WENWU TEMPLE / TAICHUNG / FONG JIA 
NIGHT MARKET 
(Breakfast / Lunch) 
Hotel: Taichung CU or Similar       

Sun Moon Lake: The largest lake in Taiwan. There is 
an island called “Guang Hua Island”in the middle of 
the lake. Northern part of the island looks like a sun, 
southern part looks like a moon, that’s why called 
Sun Moon Lake. Wen Wu Temple: The temple to 
enshrine and worship Confucius, Guan Gong and Yue 
Faye. Feng Jia Night Market: This is the night market 
which is near by the Feng Jia University. You could not 
only shop for the low-price clothes, but also try the 
local food.

DAY 6  TAICHUNG / TAIPEI / 
MARTYRS’ SHRINE / HANDICRAFT CENTER / 
101 SHOPPING MAL / RAOHE NIGHT MARKET 
(Breakfast / Lunch) 
Hotel: Taipei Ximen Citizen or Similar  

Martyr’s Shrine: To view an elaborate ceremony of 
changing guards hourly. 101 Shopping Mall: Enjoy 
your shopping in the tallest building in the world. 
Raohe Night Market: You can taste local food here, 
Raohe Night Market is 2nd tourist night market in 
Taipei.

REMARKS
The above itinerary is for reference only, and is subject to 
any necessary changes in accordance to local requirements.


